(A) Each rats confocal photomicrograph of the RE (green) and PER (cyan; color was altered for consistency purposes) injection sites with CTB-488 or CTB-594 and dapi (blue). mPFC layers are displayed on the right that show retrograde labeled cells from RE and PER. Note these layer sections are from ventral prelimbic cortex (vPL).
(B) Representative confocal image of dual labeled GAD67 (blue), CTB-488 (i; mPFCàRE, green), and CTB-594 (ii; mPFCàPER, cyan). Each rat's behavioral data was collapsed into a single normalized measure (SMI) for each session. The identification of each rat is indicated at the top of each graph (NCLXXXX). The red line represents the mean SMI as the rat learned the task. All rats reached steady state and were able to maintain their SMI except for when infusions/injections occurred. With each infusion/injection, there was a clear decrease (to chance levels) in SMI. were visualized outside of the medial wall of the PFC, extending to the orbital and motor cortices, the null behavioral effects of these rats confirmed that our findings were not associated with nonspecific effects related to the viral construct or CNO. Numbers to the right of each section indicate distance (mm) anterior to bregma. (E) The opacity of each shaded area was reduced to 40% and all rats were superimposed onto one another to create a final schematic for five anterior posterior levels.
